
PRACTICE FOCUS

Tips for Meeting Your Mobile
Device Ethical Obligations ByrREypEAcocK

IN THE WAKE OF THE SAN

Bernardino terrorist attack ¡

and the efforts to unlock the
alleged shooter's iPhone,
increasing attention is being
paid to various security
aspects of phones and tab-
lets. The controversy raises
important questions for all
practicing lawyers: IrVhat
are our ethical obligations,
and are we doing enough
to protect our client(s)'con-
fidences? As detailed below,
the duties we owe clients
are well-established, and
fortunately, there are simple
ways to meet and exceed
those obligations.

A LAWYER'S DUTYTO COMPETENTLY

SAFEGUARD CLIENT ¡NFORMATION

Rule 1.1. of the ABA Model Rules of
Professional Conduct states:

A lawyer shøII proaide competent rep-
resentation to ø climt. "Competutt" repre-

sentqtion requires the legøI lcnowledge, skill,
thoroughness and prEørøtion reasonøbly

necessøry for the representøtion.

And Comment 8 to that same rule
makes clear that the obligation of
competence includes keeping abreast
of benefits and risks of the technology
we employ:

To maintain the requisite knowledge

and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of
changes ín the Iøw and its prøctice, includ-
ing the benefíts ønd risks associated with
releuant technology, engøge in continuing
study and education ønd comply with aII
continuing legal education requiranutts to

u:hich the løwyer is subject,

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSI BI LITY

The issue of competency also
extends to protection of a client's
confidential information. Rule 1.6c
makes clear:

A larayer shøIl mqke reasonable efforts

to preaent the inøfusertent or unøuthorized
disclosure of, or unauthorized access to,

information relating to the representøtion

of ø client.
Comment 18 to Rule 1.6 explains

that inadvertent disclosure of informa-
tion relating to the representation of a
client does not constitute a violation of
the rule if the lawyer has made "rea-
sonable efforts to prevent the access

or disclosure." Thus, we must act
competently by staying abreast of cur-
rent technology and taking reasonable
efforts to prevent inadvertent access to
or disclosure of a client's information.

LAWYER'S USE OF TECHNOLOGY

Lawyers use a variety of technology to

communicate with clients
arrd to maintain their con-
fidential information. The
most common modem tool
for that is computers. And
all lawyers (or their fums)
protect access to their com-
puters with strict and fre-
quently complex password
requirements. llowever,
many of those same law-
yers also communicate with
and carry around plenty of
their client's confidences
on their iPhones, iPads and
other forms of phones and
tablets. And, sadly, many
fail to take the same rea-
sonable steps for security

on their handheld devices as they do
with their computers-despite the
fact that a phone or tablet is far more
likely to be lost, misplaced or stolen.
Given the increased risk of losing of a
handheld device, users should increase
the security on such devices to counter
that danger.

The first line of defense for
any iPhone or iPad is its passcode.
Assuming it's been enabled (which
should be required for any lawyer
using such a device for work), most
users only use a simple four-digit
numeric passcode. That's not good
enough to meet our obligations. Given
the type of information lawyers fre-
quently have on their handhelds, any
lawyer who wants to make sure he or
she has acted competently to reason-
ably protect a client's data should
immediately change to a passcode with
a minimum of six numeric digits.
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FOUR-DIGIT PASSCODES

ARETOOWEAK
Changing yow passcode from four to
six numeric digits raises the number of
potential passcode combinations from
10,000 to L million. It is estimated that
a brute-force attack on a phone with
10,000 combinations would only take
four-and-a-half days to hack (using an

estimated average of 40 seconds per try)
but roughly rt58 days to crack a phone
using a six-digit numeric passcode. The

simplicity of increasing a passcode from
four to sixnumeric digits is the minimal
amount of reasonable effort any lawyer
should take to protectthe secrets on their
phones. It only takes a couple of minutes.

SIMPTE STEPS TO CHANGE YOUR

PASSCODE TO sIX NUMERIC DIGITS

Here are the simple steps to change

your passcode on an iPhone or iPad
from four to six digits:
1. Go to Settings, then Touch ID &
Passcode on your device.
2. Enter your current passcode.

3. Choose Change Passcode.

4. Enter your old passcode again.
5. Then enter a six-digit new Pass-

code using the numeric keyPad on
the screen and then select Next in
the top right corner.

6. Verify your new six-digit passcode

by re-entering it a second time and
select Done in the top right comer.

BUTWE CAN AND SHOULD DO BETTER

With the increasing changes in technol-
ogy, six numeric digits is the minimum
any lawyer should use for work-related
handheld devices. But the better course
is to use something longer or more

complex. \¡Vhile most folks do not
rcalize it, you can use an alphanu-
meric passcode on iPhones and iPads.

Lawyers who work with highly con-
fidential i¡formation (such as source
code, financials and trade secrets)
should use a passcode that is at least six
or more alphanumeric characters long.

In today's society, security should
always be important for lawyers who
use and depend on handheld devices
that can easily be lost, misplaced or
stolen. Making sure you have a pass-

code that provides meaningful and
reasonable protection is part of every
lawyer's ethical obligation. I
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